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ANNOI-NCEMENTS 
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 
FOUNL,ATI’ONS OF COMPUTATION THEORY 
#August 21023,1983, Linkiiping, Sweden 
The 1nterna:ional Conference on Foundations of Computation Theory is to follow 
thematically the series of the International FCT-conferences founded in 1977 in 
Poznan-Kornik, Poland. The papers selected by the International Program Commit- 
tee are expected to fall into the following eight categories: 
Constructive Mathematics in Models of Computation and Programming 
AbstracL l (3alculi and Denotational Semantics 
Thecry of Machines, Computations, and Languages 
Nondeterminism, Concurrency, and Distributed Computing 
Abstract Algebras, Logics, and Combinatorics in Computation Theory 
Genera1 Computability and Decidability 
Computational and Arithmetic Complexity 
Analysis of Algorithms and Feasible Computing 
Program Committee 
K.R. Apt (Paris), G. Ausiello (Rome), A.J. Blikle (Warsaw), E. Biirger (Dortmund), 
W. Brauer (Hamburg), M. Broy (Munich), L. Budach (Berlin), R. Burstall (Edin- 
burgh), P. van Emde Boas (Amsterdam), F. Gecseg (Szeged), J. Gruska (Bratislava), 
M.A. Harrison (Berkeley), J. Hartmanis (Ithaca), K. Indermark (Aachen), M. 
Karpinski (Bonn, Chairman), D. Kozen (Yorktown Heights), J. van Leeuwen 
(Utrecht), L. Lovacs (Budapest), A. Mazurkiewicz (Warsaw), G.L. Miller (Cam- 
br;dge, Mass.), I? Mosses (Aarhus), B. Nordstrom (Gothenhurg), M. Paterson 
r\r :rwick), A. Salomaa (Turku), C.P. Schnorr (Frankfurt), J.W. Thatcher (York- 
iown Heights). 
The proceedings will be available at the conference. 
The conference will take place at the LJniversity of Linkaping. 
Organizing Committee 
E. Sandewall (Chairman), ,-2. Lingas, J. Maluszynski 
0304-3975/83/0000-0000/$03.00 @ 1983 North-Holisnd 
Conference Office 
Foundations of Computation Theory 1983 
Department of Mathematics 
Linkiiping University 
S-581 83 Linkijping 
Sweden 
Tel. (international prefix 4.6-13) 111’700 ext. 1483 
Organizing Secretary: L.illemor W? llgren 
OPEN MATHS PROBLEMS COMPLJTER COMPETITION 
The field of Automated Theorem Proving and Computational Logic has advanced 
to a point where general-purpose computer programs have successfully solved 
long-standing, open mathematical problems. 
The Association for Automated Reasoning is a society to promote this field and 
to enable researchers to exchange ideas in a biannual conference. 
Some of the most recently solved problems presented at the last Conference on 
Automated Deduction (Springer Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Volumt‘ 138 
t 1982)) stirnulatcd the foundation of :a special interest group whose purpose is to 
find further open problems suitable fcr solving with the aid of a general-purpose 
computer program for automating the 1 casoning process. Although many problems 
;\rL 70’ immediatel;: amenable to an attack by a general-purpose program, this 
into-cst group wishes to collect opt‘n problems, especially those which appear 
promising. The intention is both to contribute to mathematical research and to 
stimulate research in automated deduction systems. 
WC are looking for r. t ~l)&ns that can be presented by a finite set of axioms and 
:L first 
merdv cnumt‘ratt’s md deals with ;I wrv large nunl\wr of special c‘;lsths or clcc 
dL’tcrniin~s ;t Iq. numerical) solution up tcl ;I ct‘rtain dcgrcc r\f cx,tctnt‘ss. 
The rc~tricti~~n to ;i first ordc! formulation does not ncc~ssnrily cxc*ludt~ problcrns 
‘~ic‘n in otht‘r lq$al l:tnguages because such problems verv often crX,ntain essential 5 _ 
‘h!ps which can be formulated by first order formulas. 
:a t\jc:ii open problem that was solved by a compulter program is Sam’s ~,cmrna. 
which Cc~~li’cr-Jih ;t ~tatcnit~nt of rnodul;lr I;itticc theor\ : 
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x n (x u )’ 1 = x, 
xubmy)=x, 
Ifxuz= z then s u (_v n z) = (s (I ;v ) n 2, 
Onx =O, 
ous =s, 
1 nx =x, 
lux=l. 
The lemma states that the following distributive property holds, which turns out 
to be true and which was proved independently by three computer programs. 
Another, more recent example concerns 5nite semigroups. The question is 
whether there exists a finite scmigroup which supports an antiautomorphism but 
no involution. A general-purpose program answered the question in the afhrmativc, 
and found the four semigroups of smallest order having that property. 
Do you know of any similar open problems ? Can you suggest a society 01’ an 
individual who may be helpful in collecting open problems of this kind‘? 
Thank you very much for your kind collaboration and please send any information 
you may have to: 
Michael M. Richter 
Universittit Aachen 
Lehrstuhl fiir Angewandtt: 
Mathernatik 
Templergraben 5 5 
5 100 Aachen 
Fed. Rep. Germany 
Jiirg H. Siekmann 
Universitgt Karlsruhc 
Institut fiir Iilforrnatik 1 
Postfach 6380 
7500 Karlsruhc 1 
Fed. Rep. German) 
Each open problem that has been judged suitabl;: for attack by a compu?er 
program will be listed under the name of the pers_>n suggt:sting it, and this list. will 
contain the actual axioms, thiz theorem as well as addition21 information concerning 
t.lte sources, its relevance, etc. The list will be pgblishezl and widely distributed 
among computer scientists working in the field of automated Theorcrn Provmg and 
Computational Logic, and Jmong mathematicians and logicians. 
230 Atznorrncements 
Anyone interested in contacting the Association 
write 
Larry Was, President 
Association for Automated Reasoning 
for Automated Reasoning can 
Mathematics and Computer Science Division 
Argonne National Laboratory 
Argonne, IL. 60439 
U.S.A. 
